
To

Attn: Stan A. McLaren, President
Also: Brian Smith, Chief Financial Officer
Also: Kellie Gouvea, Chief Operating Officer
Steward Carney Hospital
2100 Dorchester Avenue,
Dorchester, MA 02124

CC: To Steward Medical Group
PO Box 14099
Belfast, ME 04915
CC: To Steward Emergency Physicians, Inc.

July 13, 2022

From
:Ramola D/:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj©
Investigative Science and Technology Journalist, Publisher, Author
c/o 154 Pine Street
Quincy, Massachusetts [02170]

Regarding:

“Guarantor Name: RAMOLA G DHARMARAJ
Patient Account #: 103493552A2017
Statement Date: 07/01/2022”

:NOTIFICATION-OF-FALSE-CLAIM;
:STATEMENT-OF-FACT;

:NOTICE-BEFORE-CLAIM:

Dear President Mr. Stan A. Mclaren:

I am in receipt of two wrongful communications from “Steward Medical Group/PO Box  
14099/Belfast, ME 04915” with false statements of “account status,” false statements of 
“health insurance being billed correctly,” false statements of 'hospital care,” false statements 
of provider names, false statements of dates, and false demands for payment of “patient 
balances” in the name of “RAMOLA G DHARMARAJ” which I am returning to you and to 
Steward Medical Group immediately.  I have also received a bill from “Steward Emergency 
Physicians Inc.” which I am returning to you and to them immediately.
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This matter relates to the false claim made to United Behavioral Health by your hospital, 
Steward Carney Hospital, Dorchester, Boston for the time period April 14 to April 19, 2022 in 
the name of “Ramola Dharmaraj” or “RAMOLA G DHARMARAJ” which was based on a 
wrongful and unlawful Section 12 Involuntary Hospitalization run by Quincy Police 
Department on my living being, succeeding a completely false-claim by a neighbor—which 
police did not bother to verify—and a malicious false claim of “mental illness and likelihood of 
serious harm” made on a Department of Mental Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Section 12 form (Application for Authorization of Temporary and Involuntary Hospitalization) 
by Quincy Police Department after they barged into my house on the neighbor's false-claim, 
wrongfully let into my home through the deceiving and co-opting of my estranged spouse 
(thereby accelerating our divorce), and which I have both spoken and written to United 
Behavioral Health about, requesting them not to pay the wrongful claim by Steward Carney 
Hospital, and informing them I am in the process of preparing claims and affidavits to be 
served shortly on all involved, inclusive of United Behavioral Health should they choose to pay 
the wrongful false-claim from Steward Carney Hospital. 

(For more currently on the entire matter of my wrongful, unlawful kidnap and trafficking by 
Quincy Police Department to Steward Carney Hospital on April 14, 2022, please see my 
website, everydayconcerned.net, at the Press Release article: Ramola D: Press Release, April 
30, 2022: Neighborhood Watch Harassment & April 14-19 Section 12 Involuntary Psych Hold 
on Defamatory False-Claim: Police Crime & Police Retaliation for Truth-
Journalism/https://everydayconcerned.net/2022/04/30/ramola-d-press-release-april-30-
2022-neighborhood-watch-harassment-april-14-19-section-12-involuntary-psych-hold-on-
defamatory-false-claim-police-crime-police-retaliation-for-truth-journalism/. Also see the 
interviews I have given on this subject, listed here: The Larger Crime: Behind the Kidnapping 
& Capture of an American Journalist and Author in Quincy, Massachusetts: What It's Really 
Brought To Light/ https://ramolad.substack.com/p/the-larger-crime-behind-the-kidnapping.

Please be advised of the following facts:

 1. I am writing to you as the living, flesh-and-blood woman, sole attorney and authorized 
agent for the legal person name “RAMOLA G DHARMARAJ” or any version thereof. 
There is no other attorney or agent for this name and no-one else has the authority to 
address this matter but myself.

 2. I am also a declared and witnessed Massachusetts state national standing on the land 
and soil jurisdiction of the united States of America. Please be advised I am not a 
federal citizen, US citizen, legal fiction, strawman, or false corporation subject to 
Maritime/Admiralty/Sea jurisdiction or corporate statutes writing this letter, I am a 
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flesh-and-blood woman fully “returned to the land” with a live-life-claim who had 
established my status prior to April 14, 2022 when I was wrongfully and unlawfully 
kidnapped and abducted by Quincy Police Department and unlawfully trafficked by 
them to your Steward Carney Hospital Emergency Room in Dorchester and thence into 
a Steward Carney Hospital psychiatric ward, Ward 4 Southeast, on April 15, 2022, 
where I was held until April 19, 2022. 

 3. Your statements allege a “Emergency Visit Lvl 2,” “Initial Hospital Care Lvl 2” and 
“Subsequent Hospital Care Lvl 3”: Please be advised I did not in any way shape or form 
receive “Hospital Care” or “Health Care” at Steward Carney Hospital from April 14-19, 
2022, either when wrongfully held at the Emergency Room, nor when wrongfully held 
at the mental health ward, Ward 4 Southeast—which is labeled a Substance Abuse and 
Addiction ward, and clearly a place I should never have been taken to; every aspect of 
this Kidnapping-and-Capture crime run by Quincy Police has been run on absence of 
evidence, and your hospital has participated in this crime against my living being.

April 14-15, 2022 EMERGENCY ROOM CARNEY HOSPITAL CRIMES OF OMISSION, 
COMMISSION, AND NEGLIGENCE--NOT HEALTH CARE:

 4. From the start I informed all Carney staff who came to speak to me at the ER I had been
brought there by Quincy Police as police retaliation and police persecution of a 
journalist, under duress, without my consent, without jurisdiction, on false claims, and 
that I needed to be released, which was not heeded nor addressed by ER doctors, who 
in fact gave me to understand by way of their hostile response to me and by way of 
conversations they had in earshot on the phone 1) they weren't going to let me go, 2) 
they weren't going to listen to me, 3) they were intent on holding me even though it 
was evident to them there was no “trauma,” no “psychosis,” no reason in other words 
to pretend I was a case for a Mental Health Involuntary Hospitalization which is what 
they along with Quincy Police were all striving to pull off, 4) they were in 
communication with Quincy Police or Massachusetts State Police or some other 
“authority” who were instructing them on the phone to hold me at your hospital longer
with intent to “get an access point to get her into the system,” 5) they verbally 
acknowledged there was no “trauma” and hence other psychiatric facilities they were 
calling were not interested in admitting me while discussing the quandary of needing 
“an access point to get her into the system.” None of this is “Health Care.” It is in fact 
planned and obvious persecution—with full complicity and involvement of your ER 
doctors, who have no business forcing people to stay in the ER (using numbers of 
Security Guards on 24/7 watch) when they are brought in under duress and clearly do
not need “psychiatric evaluations” or “psychiatric healthcare”. It is political 
persecution for no medical cause. 
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 5. I was warehoused for 2 days, April 14 and April 15, 2022, in Cubicle 5 of the Emergency 
Room at Carney Hospital in conditions of extreme cold, which intensified on April 15—
with stated intent by ER staff (one of whom said in earshot, “let's stress her out and see
how long she lasts”) after ER doctors and nurses sought, with alternating of bullying, 
threats, lies, and deception to get me to voluntarily take a COVID test which they said, 
duplicitously, it turned out, was needed in order for a Carney psychiatrist to see me and
sign me out of the hospital faster: this is not “Health Care.” 

 6. Nurses at the ER were informed by me several times about how cold it was—which 
they acknowledged (since everyone stuck there was shivering), and while one or two 
offered a warm “blanket” (actually a sheet) on occasion, this was not enough to 
ameliorate the temperature, nor the sensations of extreme cold I was subjected to in 
captivity in that cubicle for well over 24 hours: this is classic Torture from the CIA 
Manual for Torture, not “Health Care.”

 7. I was held in that cubicle at the ER for over two days also without being offered edible 
food or drinking water of any kind at any time: 

 a) The first time I asked for drinking water I was extorted into permitting a nurse to 
take my blood pressure despite wishing not to engage in any clinical intervention 
whatsoever, having been brought there under duress and not myself seeking 
healthcare: “If I give you water, will you let me take your blood pressure?” Is this 
Health Care or is this Extortion and Blackmail? Please be aware that Blood Pressure
Taking by Carney while handing me a cup of water, the first I had after Quincy 
Police and Brewster EMS brutally subjected me to the major physical shock and 
trauma of unlawfully kidnapping me out of my own home and trafficking me non-
consensually to Carney Hospital, was not consensual on my part, it was done by 
coercion and duress; there was no “ER Exam” I consented to as Steward 
Emergency Physicians, Inc. notes on their bill. Every interaction was under duress; 
all bills need to go to QPD, Brewster, and City of Quincy.

 b) There was no water fountain in sight and no-one offered me water; I was also 
prevented from leaving the cubicle; subsequent requests for water I made were met
by nurses, but why wasn't water readily available in the ER and at the cubicle I was 
held in? Is this Health Care or is this Deprivation of Basic Needs? 

 c) I was obliged in fact to ask for Hot Water a few times along with a tea bag since I 
was clearly being warehoused, ignored, and being subjected to hypothermia-
inducing conditions of extreme cold while also being starved out and dehydrated—
these requests were met with some irregularity since it appeared on occasion the 
highly idle nurses hanging about often disappeared on shift changes and forgot to 
provide simple things like water on request as they vanished.
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 d) When after several hours I noticed some of the staff heading off for dinner and 
making dinner plans for themselves I pointed out to them I was being starved in 
their hospital, as well as being unlawfully held, at which point someone offered me 
a “turkey sandwich” which is not edible food since, as I informed this nurse, I am 
vegan and don't consume dead birds in bread, which simply made this nurse shrug 
and vanish; nobody bothered to offer me anything vegan. 

 e) This occurred the next day as well although someone offered me a veggie burger at 
lunchtime—which I accepted despite jurisdiction, since I have a healthy sense of 
self-preservation which includes “not harming myself,” a key component of the 
false-claim on that Section 12 form which falsely-claiming Quincy Police “mental 
health professional” Tim O' Brien had made (falsely alleging risk of self-harm) and 
actually delivering me into a situation of externally-Carney-Hospital-delivered harm 
(after committing grave harm on me himself, commandeering a Manhandling-and-
Capture-for-Kidnap-and-Trafficking-into-Carney operation with his rubbish false-
claims –of which more below). 

 f) By dinnertime on April 15, nurses on the ER floor were whispering about “forced 
compliance” and protocols for “forced medication” with one nurse-in-training 
(“Rachel”) saying she was reading up on it, while also partaking in “medical gassing”
of the cubicle—sending in noxious drugs into the area (I had thought it was the 
entire area but it could have been just my cubicle)—while denying it when I 
questioned her about the noxious smell; the same nurse Rachel made remarks 
about putting drugs in a burger as a clever way to sedate anyone they wanted, 
which of course made me decline the dinner veggie burger I was offered shortly 
after. Again, let me remind you: none of this is Health Care. Gassing someone to 
force compliance with whatever—it was not clear whether they wanted to force 
me to give blood or do a COVID test, both were being demanded of me at that 
time, while I was refusing all medical interventions—is serious crime, not Health 
Care. Poisoning someone ditto: sticking drugs in a burger is not Health Care, it is 
serious crime! And issuing threats and intimations of incoming forced-compliance 
with psych nurses to hold someone down is not Health Care either, but the 
opposite, intending stress, fear, and psychological harm.

 8. I was also held—for 2 days—in that ER without recourse to reading material or writing 
paper or instruments except for a box of crayons (which toddlers are given), with my 
cell phone removed from me duplicitously (with a nurse saying it would be charged 
elsewhere when I requested a charging unit, then not returning it) and not returned 
although I needed it to get phone numbers off it I needed to call, with no phone book 
provided by staff and doctors although I asked several times, with someone handing me
a book to read which turned out to be a sophomoric Young Adult novel—Sisterhood of 
the Traveling Pants—(virtually unreadable), and no-one seemingly making a move to do
Anything to end that interminably long stay in Cubicle 5 at your ER. Meanwhile it was 
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cold and I was being deprived of food and water while threats of forced medication and
extended stay for weeks at Carney were floated about.  None of this is Health Care. (It's
Warehousing in Cold Storage Under Continued Threat: Persecution and Deprivation.) 

 9. DEFAMED AND FALSELY SECTION 12'D BY QUINCY POLICE: I was not told a thing by any
of the Carney ER participants in this Kidnap-and-Capture operation as to why exactly I 
had been brought to Carney Hospital, what documentation or report the police had 
provided Carney as reason for my forced-admittance, nor what the exact statute of 
Mass Code, Section 12 said regarding such casual captures of people from inside their 
homes until after 24 hours by a male nurse after I asked repeatedly who gave me a 
copy of the Section 12 form from Quincy Police (which I will be further covering in a 
media report shortly), and a male doctor (identified by a nurse as Dr. McElroy) who 
gave me a printout of the Section 12 code a little later. Prior to that, in the first couple 
hours of my being held captive in your ER, a woman nurse issued a defamatory 
statement regarding my being there, which I addressed (see No. 13 below), my first 
indication of the major lies issued forth by Quincy Police and/or Brewster EMS staff to 
Carney ER staff regarding the neighborhood incident into which they had inserted 
themselves. Also, I was asked by a nurse, Diane, to tell her what had happened to bring 
me there, which led to me describing the sequence of events that had occurred—none
of which are a reason for the Kidnap Operation Quincy Police conducted—as also to a 
woman who was identified as a social worker shortly after, Melissa Di Pasquale, whom I
spoke to remotely on a PC, who did not show any awareness of the science, technology,
military and human rights matters—particularly regarding EMF technologies--I cover as 
a journalist, mention of which to my husband in the presence of QPD officers, not to 
them, had led to QPD Tim O'Brien to tell me, as the Brewster EMS staff nodded to him 
and his QPD buddies thence grabbed me physically and dragged me out of my own 
home, he was the one “signing the form for a mental health evaluation, on the basis of 
paranoid delusions, grandiose delusions, acute agitation, complete lack of insight, and 
grossly impaired judgment.” Please be aware that that Section 12 form which QPD Tim 
O' Brien took verbal responsibility for, but which is signed by another QPD officer who 
participated in the Terror Operation at my home, Matthew Miller, is both filled with 
lies and explicitly lies about a “interview conducted by a clinical co-responder”: There
was No Interview with any Quincy Police officer that day—I spoke to none of the QPD 
officers there, gave no interviews, and did not in any way converse with them except to 
ask Tim O'Brien who he was when he announced he was the one signing me off as a 
Mental Case. Quincy Police lied on that form, but your hospital did not in any way 
conduct in or engage in a verification process to determine the truth or veracity of what
Quincy Police wrote down on that form and handed to you. The attitude of the Carney 
ER nurses and doctors to my own account given to Diane and to Melissa Di Pasquale 
was supremely hostile, non-responsive, disrespectful, skeptical, and ignorant—and an
extension of the Terror and Trauma operation being run by Quincy Police on me. 
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The mention in my home to my husband of EMF technologies including microwave 
weapons, about which I have researched and reported extensively for 8 years, is not a 
signal of “paranoid delusions” (as QPD Tim O'Brien sought to establish) but a mention 
of scientific and proven fact; it is also a matter for human rights reportage since police 
and military contractors currently operate this technology abusively and unethically in 
neighborhoods across this country as also elsewhere, putatively as crowd control 
technology, technical surveillance, crime deterrence, and weapons-testing, while 
intelligence contractors deploy this technology in outright inhumane non-consensual 
experimentation, both of which thousands of victims in the USA have reported 
publicly for decades: I am not the only one speaking of EMF tech use in 
neighborhoods, although I am a singularly well-informed and well-known journalist 
on this subject, who has done an immense amount of work in this country and 
internationally to bring this profoundly grave subject to public attention, public 
awareness, and public human rights redressal. Both the public-domain disclosure and 
classified use and abuse (through declassified documents, whistleblowing, and news 
reports) of police, intelligence, and military use of EMF tech and neurotechnology have 
been covered in my journalism. If Carney Hospital nurses, techs, and doctors are 
ignorant of this technology—which is publicly reported—that is a sign of their 
ignorance and lack of awareness. But their ignorance and lack of awareness leads to 
traumatizing and stressful rudeness, hostility, skepticism, disbelief, mockery, and 
ridicule of those who mention it (as evinced by their response to me), by which means 
Carney staff are doing a great disservice to the community, essentially participating in
disappearing the reportage of this unlawful technology use/abuse on people, 
permitting it to continue, and ignoring the massive crimes against humanity being 
executed by the police, military, and intelligence perpetrators. This is Conspiracy in 
the committing of high-tech crime and extension of police intimidation, not Health 
Care. This is also a distinct failure of basic Medical Ethics, which every hospital should
be expected to practice: uninformed medical and hospital professionals make for 
unethical staff prone to ridiculing, mocking, and further stressing reporters of high-
tech biowarfare crime instead of assisting them and offering actual health care.

 10. Not all the nurses and doctors at Carney ER however are ignorant of this 
technology abuse of civilians. One of the nurses on the night shift the night of April 14, 
2022 remarked to a visitor dressed in all-black, pointing to me: “She's a victim” and 
“There's another one here, Antonio,” while Dr. McElroy made the remarks reported in 
No. 4 above that he had been checking a bunch of psychiatric facilities and “no-one 
wants to take her because there's no trauma” while further stating “she's Espionage” 
and “I get that you're looking for an access point, to get her into the system.” I have 
reported all these remarks in interviews with independent media and podcasters 
previously. They indicate that Carney staff include agents on tap or facilitators of police,
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military, and intelligence crime, that Carney Hospital is complicit in running false 
“psychiatric evaluation” operations with police actors, that efforts were being made 
behind the scenes by police—Quincy Police or Massachusetts State 
Police/Commonwealth Fusion Center parties, one of whom showed up briefly (in state 
police uniform) in front of my cubicle, gave me a look and vanished—along with Carney
ER doctors to deliberately drag me “into the system” of courts and judges, psychiatrists 
and psychologists, social workers and nurses to force false psychiatric labels on me, to 
diminish my freedoms and rights, to consume my time, and effect my subjugation while
seeking really to shut down my journalism and my credibility as a reporter, interviewer, 
and broadcaster exposing these very crimes of EMF/Neuro technology use and abuse 
on civilians. Dr. McElroy—and all the other ER docs—could see for themselves I was 
neither “in trauma” nor “psychosis” nor anything else and should have been permitted 
to leave after 48 hours of misery in your terrible ER—but their words and actions 
evidence that they actively sought to keep me captive at Carney and push me through 
into the bogus psychiatric “system.” This is Conspiracy to commit crime against a 
journalist and reporter of EMF Tech crimes, political persecution, and not Health Care.

 11.Relevant information was also withheld from me by both ER staff and the psychiatric 
staff at 4 Southeast, when mention of a “recording” was made by nurses and doctors, 
but no information on what this was, and no attempt to ask me about it, while clearly 
involving me: this clearly was the cell phone recording made by the same set-up-con-
artist woman neighbor who had started the public bullying and defamation incident on 
April 12, 2022 (which led sequentially to my capture by QPD-Brewster-and-Carney on 
April 14) when she screamed histrionically about my supposedly filming her kids, which 
led to a high-volume vocal exchange between us which she recorded after her initial 
yelling and framing slander no doubt to highlight my response to her while carefully 
shielding herself. This one-sided recording was furnished to ER and 4SE staff as if in 
evidence of my “instability.” On 4SE, this recording also invoked –again publicly audible
—speculation from the Psych staff that “They (who? The lying inept Quincy Police?) 
think she's an alcoholic.” Rachel, the nurse in training who was brushing up on her 
Forcing-Compliance reading and planning poisoned burgers, told me “oh no there's no 
recording” when asked—another flaming lie from ER staff, who were busy talking 
openly about it, with full reference to me. This recording in fact, supplied to QPD by the
QPD informant-and-agent-provocateur-and-framer woman who is posing as my 
neighbor and daring to frame me with public slander as a supposed pedo—who has 
further been long engaged in various crimes of Neighborhood Watch harassment 
against me, inclusive of EMF technology abuse--is “evidence” which has been withheld 
from me by Quincy Police and Carney Hospital both: it does not prove a thing since it 
was made after her initial yelling out public abuse and slander on the street at such 
high volume that I sought to match it. Neighborhood disagreements however should 
not be culminating in police dragging off one of the parties to a mental hospital, 
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claiming the need for a psychiatric evaluation—particularly not the one who had left 
the demented lady to her framing screaming and returned inside her house; neither 
Quincy Police nor the Department of Mental Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
have been able to answer my questions on this subject, in relation to normal Section 12
protocols. (Please see my FOIA requests at Muckrock.com; also see the PDF of my May 
2, 2022 report to the Chief of Quincy Police included in my Press Release, reporting the 
facts of the incident and pointing out the false claims made both by my neighbor and 
Quincy Police, as well as the 8 year program of Neighborhood Watch hostility and 
abuse along with air/ground technical assault directed against myself which I have 
FOIA-queried and reported to local, state, and national government often from 2014 to 
date.) Carney ER and 4SE staff are not justified in withholding recordings of me from 
me—for open discussion—while passing them about surreptitiously for one-sided 
review and judgment: this is not Health Care. (However, I did discuss the matter in this 
recording very closely with Dr. Sharfi, Dr. Trout and Dr. Beth Davis at 4 SouthEast.) 

 12. I was watched 24/7 by numbers of rotating security guards, medical technicians, 
and nurses, some of whom swung into action when I got up to make a phone call or use
the restroom or speak to an ER doctor at the desk, demanding that I return to my cell 
(where I was forced to sit silently on the bed and freeze): this is not Health Care (but 
intimidating Surveillance for no reason and forced captivity in extreme cold). 

 13. The fact that I had been wearing material shielding (metallic, rubber, orgonite) 
on my body to protect from EMF hits at my home when captured and dragged out of 
the privacy of my home by Quincy Police, when made evident to ER staff and later to 4 
South East staff, did not elicit concern, curiosity, or interest, but mockery, ridicule, 
denigration, presumption, and condemnation as evidence of mental illness. This is a 
very clear sign of both ignorance of matters of EMF technologies currently in use 
against people and of abject uncaring as medical health care professionals. Taking the 
easy way out by applying ancient paradigms of “behavioral health” to necessary 
shielding in the face of modern electronic warfare with electromagnetic pulse 
weaponry being operated criminally, inhumanely, and unethically by the same police, 
military, intelligence (and private-contractor) forces running Section 12 Psych Holds on 
their victims with the complicity of certain ER staff at certain hospitals and certain EMS 
staff at certain ambulance services is evidence that Carney ER and 4 Southeast 
Psychiatric staff are extremely uninformed, uneducated, unaware, and uncaring about 
current-day technology use and abuse. Ridicule, skepticism, and denigration is not 
Health Care. (However, I did discuss the matter closely with one psychiatric nurse—
Joe--and Drs. Jared Trout and Beth Davis, who understood that what I wear on my 
person in the privacy of my own home is my business and no-one else's.) What is 
astounding to me however is that none of the medical professionals at your facility 
evinced the slightest bit of alarm, concern, distress, or caring that such major 
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attempts to shield one's bodily parts would be needed, that indeed such abusive, bio-
hacking, intrusive, bodily-violative EMF tech weapons are being used to warrant such 
use—which they are. 

 14. I also seemed to have become the focus of egoistic, hubristic attention of all the 
ER staff and guards who couldn't stop talking (loudly) about me, saying I was 
“arrogant,” and “cocky” and an “alpha female who couldn't stand not being in control” 
and “exactly the kind of person who needed to be psych-evaluated” and “we're/I'm not 
letting her leave” as they listened in to my phone calls (on your ER public phone) with 
doctor friends and colleagues, the Boston FBI, and others I was apprising of the 
kidnapping crimes committed on me, and also as they looked up my journalistic web 
site and broadcasts, which offer investigative and critical coverage of all matters 
science-and-technology-related including EMF tech abuse, pandemics, and pandemic-
theories. Egoistic response and mockery at loud volume in full earshot of all is not 
Health Care. 

 15. Security guards and staff also made it clear through open conversation in earshot
they had got into my email and into my phone, reading out my private emails, my 
private notice handed to my neighborhood regarding the framing woman neighbor who
had issued a false-claim against me, as well as my published letters to the Quincy 
Mayor and Quincy Public Schools School Board from a few years ago (see all at the 
article Ramola D/Public Exhibit: Investigative Journalism is Not “Untreated 
Mental Illness” at my website everydayconcerned.net), addressing my journalistic 
investigation of inhumane anti-personnel Spectrum-Weapon/EMF tech use by police, 
FBI, CIA, DHS, NSA, and US military divisions and security/military/intelligence 
contractors in Quincy and USA (reportage being Govt-camouflaged with false-claims of 
mental-health-issues), calling it “history”--laughing uproariously while doing so, and 
exchanging pontificatory self-righteous remarks on how my private emails and 
published letters meant I so needed a “mental health evaluation.” Note, this intrusion 
into my private email and my private cell phone is an invasion of privacy and is illegal 
and criminal in addition to unlawful, it is most definitely not “Health Care,” Security 
guards at Carney ER were in particular going through my photos and video recordings 
on my iPhone, remarking about some they found and cluelessly taking them out of 
context, searching apparently, like unappointed sleuths for evidence of the very false 
claim the demented woman neighbor across my street had made, that I was “video-
recording her children” on April 12, 2022 and very keen to find same, in clear hopes of 
vindicating their Quincy Police “brothers” for their unlawful medical-kidnap of my 
living-being, as their braggadocio comments indicated.

 16. I must mention here as well that this false-accusation of my neighbor's was 
clearly further padded and handed to Carney EMS and ER staff, one of whom (the 
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blackmailing nurse who withheld drinking water for submission to Blood Pressure 
measuring) announced slanderously and loudly to all in ER: “She's here because she 
was filming her neighbor's kids and putting the films on Facebook and doesn't think 
anything's wrong with that, she has a fixation on children.” I corrected this nurse 
immediately when I heard this bizarre piece of defamation, and also demanded that 
Carney ER call Quincy Police immediately to apprise them this entire claim was false 
and to get me out of there—but I was met with skepticism and hostility and “Police 
aren't going to do that”: This is slander and defamation, disregard of the facts, 
unresponsiveness, and not Health Care. 

Furthermore, this proves that Carney Hospital doesn't care how people show up at 
their hospital on these wrongful Section 12 claims by agenda-running local police: at no
point did ER staff evince the slightest interest in either addressing this issue of the false-
claim, false-accusation, false-allegation this woman neighbor of mine had made against
me to Quincy Police, they were not interested either in the very real facts of anti-
personnel Spectrum/electromagnetic technology use/abuse on people which I have 
been reporting for 8 years (which reportage is well-corroborated by multiple other 
journalists and Government whistleblowers), to which journalism I directed ER docs 
(especially the Dr. McElroy, second doctor on call after the first doctor there when I was
dragged in by Brewster EMS staff, Dr. Brendan Riley, left late on 4/14 (these are names 
given to me by nurses) and the social worker who spoke to me virtually on a PC soon 
after I was dragged in to Cubicle 5, Melissa Di Pasquale on 4/14), precise mention of 
which EMF technology to my husband in my home had been wrongfully addressed by 
QPD Tim O'Brien on his Section 12 form handed to Carney ER as supposed evidence of 
“paranoid delusions” – since he very clearly is either uninformed and ignorant of 
current affairs or, more likely, is working hard as a complicit tool of the very 
intelligence/security/police/military operatives who are running camouflage operations
of their supremely criminal actions in targeting, experimenting on, and abusing people 
with EMF tech and neurotech—defaming people with tags of “paranoid delusions” 
being part of these Cover operations. But Carney Hospital made no effort to address, 
verify, or question these false claims and allegations from Quincy Police even on being 
apprised of the facts by this writer and journalist, but persisted in the wrongful Section 
12 detainment and false-arrest: this is not Health Care. Cardinal principle of Science: 
You cannot call something a delusion when it is a proven fact.

 17. The third ER doctor who was on call on April 15, Dr. Ryan O'Hara, although 
cordial and personable, deliberately deceived me—as did all the other ER docs; at no 
time did he relay to me that he and any other of the ER docs could have let me go 
without further ado (as I have learned since then how others who have been 
wrongfully Psych-detained have been let go), especially after 48 hours of observation 
and finding no evidence of psychosis, trauma, or need to continue holding me at 
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Carney Hospital through Easter weekend; instead he told me the fastest way to get out 
of Carney was to “do the COVID test and go upstairs and see a psychiatrist and get out 
within 72 hours” --this was after one nurse Rachel issued threats of “holding you down 
to administer the test” which she later dismissed as a joke. Neither leaving in 72 hours 
nor going upstairs immediately to meet a psychiatrist happened although the extreme 
and intensified cold in the ER at that time combined with this deceptive notice from Dr. 
O'Hara led to my doing the COVID test, still under duress and without consent—
informing him and the two nurses Rachel and Amelia with him I was still doing it only 
under duress, without consent, without their jurisdiction over me, which he agreed 
with: clearly I would not have had the need to submit to doing a COVID test at all had I 
not been held there under duress. The fact is: forcing people to take a COVID test 
under false pretenses and under duress and without consent while freezing them out 
as well in the ER to coerce them to take a COVID test “to go upstairs where it's 
warmer” is not Health Care either. 

 18. Succeeding this COVID test, I was thence extorted to give blood for a blood test, 
which I refused point blank. Not long after that the nurses started whispering about 
forced medication as noted above in 7(f); and some hours afterward a nurse came by 
with a gurney and said “You've been admitted upstairs” and wheeled me upstairs to 4 
SouthEast while I once more notified her this was also under duress and without my 
consent and without jurisdiction, which she nodded to, pushing the bed along anyway.

 
 19. Please be advised that none of these actions mean I was consenting to be 

admitted to a Psych Ward at Carney Hospital: I was brought there against my will, held 
against my will, blackmailed and deceived into taking a COVID test against my will, 
frozen out for 2 days in Carney ER against my will, and wheeled upstairs against my will.

In fact, I want to make it very clear that I did not willingly or consensually consent to 
“admitting myself” to your psych ward at 4 Southeast by way of doing that COVID test. 
The sticker on the back of my phone when it was confiscated indicates that I was 
actually admitted—by Quincy Police and Brewster EMS--to Carney Hospital, against my 
will, on April 14, 2022 at 2:06 pm. I did not admit myself voluntarily, I was not seeking 
health care. Further, being deceptively told submitting to a COVID test as the only way 
to get out of Carney Hospital incarceration was my only step forward via “going upstairs
and seeing a psychiatrist” is not evidence of myself admitting myself voluntarily to 4 
Southeast: clearly, being under duress throughout—not being able to leave, with 
Security restraining my movements even to the front desk--I was coerced into 
submitting to that test (by both extreme cold in the ER, and deliberate deception from 
Dr. O'Hara) and to Carney Hospital's apparent intent to unlawfully incarcerate me in a 
Substance Abuse ward for over 72 hours (which United Behavioral Health is now 
wrongfully using as evidence of “Substance Abuse or Addiction” as per their letters to
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me). I was also under threat of forced compliance, as noted earlier; it is entirely 
possible that had I actively resisted the wheeling-me-up to 4 Southeast on “a bed has 
been found for you and they'll take you in based on the COVID test” I would have been 
held down and forcibly sedated and forcibly taken up to 4 Southeast, given the 
perfectly candid chatter by nurses in my presence on the ER floor to this effect.

Therefore, let it be established I was admitted to that psych ward—as also to Carney 
ER--fully under duress, without my consent, and without jurisdiction. At no point 
during this entire saga of forced captivity did I consent to a psychiatric evaluation or 
visit to a psychiatric ward: everything forced on me including that COVID test was 
forced on me, under duress, in captivity. I never consented to be in your hospital, to 
permit your clinical interventions, nor to be moved from one ward to another. I did 
not come in to your hospital of my own free will, nor did I seek health care with you. I
was never a “patient” although you chose to designate the legal-person-name as 
such. Further, all actions you took against the legal person name “Ramola G 
Dharmaraj” for which I am the sole authorized agent were taken without my consent.
Neither Carney Hospital nor United Behavioral Health can claim I signed up for a 
“patient health benefit” and “in patient behavioral healthcare.” I did not. I was 
dragged into Carney Hospital against my will on false-claims by Quincy Police, held 
under duress in harmful and grievous conditions for 6 days, at great cost to my life 
and family—and I did not experience “hospital care” or “health care” one bit. 

April 15-19, 2022 LEVEL 3 WARD AT 4 SOUTHEAST: CRIMES OF OMISSION, COMMISSION, 
AND NEGLIGENCE—NOT HEALTHCARE:

 20. From the night of Friday April 15 to midday on April 19, 2022, I was held captive 
at this ward 4 Southeast labeled a Substance Abuse and Addiction ward (to which I 
should never have been brought—I am not a party for either category: can Carney 
Hospital explain why I was taken to this ward?), filled with people of varying age 
groups, genders, and states of deterioration, some there I discovered through 
conversation because of overdoses, suicide attempts and harm to self, some there 
because of drug or alcohol abuse, dependency, or detox needs—all very interesting 
people, but many of whom engaged in massive tantrum throwing, yelling in the 
corridors, and shouting, night and day, throughout the time I was there. Let it also be 
known that the petty bureaucrats and infantilizing 4 South East staff were it appeared 
deliberately unresponsive very often to all requests for anything from the people held 
there, withholding attention, keys, paper, notebooks, pens, opening doors for laundry, 
TV, water, heating soup, anything on a nonstop basis so the inmates—many pumped up
on brain-modifying psychiatric meds--were literally climbing up walls to be heard, seen, 
noticed, or responded to for their daily needs—which led to all the tantrum throwing 
and yelling nonstop. A single wall phone and a cordless phone available for the entire 
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ward also led to much chaos and mayhem with much competition for the phones. 
Being subjected to this environment is not health care nor hospital care, it's bedlam.

 21. Despite the fact that by then I had already spent 48 hours at Carney on a 72-
hour hold under Section 12 (none of which should have transpired since I am outside 
the Sea Jurisdiction of Section 12/Mass Code and should never have been touched by 
Quincy Police, let alone been transported to Carney), I was told varying stories as I was
brought in to 4 Southeast: first that I would see a doctor immediately, then that I would
see a doctor the next morning, then later that since it was a weekend, no days would 
count until Monday and I could expect to be there till Thursday. This shifting of the 
goalposts—and captivity through the Easter weekend—was arbitrary, capricious, venal, 
and unconscionable: This is not Health Care. It is in fact narcissistic gaslighting at its 
best, designed to invoke stress: is this Behavioral Health care? Shame on Carney 
Hospital for engaging in such repellent behavior.

 22. I did see a doctor immediately as soon as I was wheeled up: Dr. Jared Trout. A 
nurse on staff by the name of Joe informed me I would not be speaking to Dr. Trout 
immediately but that I would speak to him the next day. I informed Joe and Dr. Trout 
what I had advised all docs and staff at the ER, that I was there on false-claims under 
duress, against my consent, against my will and being politically persecuted as a 
journalist for the exposure of police crimes (the military, intelligence, security, and 
police use of Spectrum/EMF tech and neurotech on Americans especially without 
disclosure IS a police crime), and that while I understood this was a bad situation and 
would speak to Dr. Trout, I would not be consenting to any clinical interventions nor 
drugs, to which they assented. As someone—and a journalist--wrongfully dragged in 
to your hospital by vindictive, agenda-running police, I clearly understood my rights 
to refuse any and all clinical interventions throughout: Carney Hospital had no 
business continually trying to force these on me—both at the ER and later at 4 
Southeast.

 23. CORRECTION OF FALSE CLAIMS ON YOUR STATEMENTS: Please note that you 
have made false claims on these statements which need to be corrected. You have 
named 2 doctors and a nurse practitioner whom I did not see nor had any interaction 
with whatsoever: Dr. Alexandra Accardi and Dr. Supriya Mishra, and Rebecca Read NP. 
The doctors I did see and speak to were: On Saturday April 16, Dr. Mahmood Sharfi, 
and on Monday and Tuesday, April 18 and April 19, Dr. Elizabeth Davis and Dr. Jared 
Trout both. It is not clear to me why you would note wrong names on your statement –
which amounts to false-claims you are making here. I will note as well that one of the 
office staff erroneously told me the woman doctor I had spoken to was Dr. Accardi—but
she lied, either deliberately or unintentionally; image-research clearly revealed to me 
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Dr. Accardi was not the doctor I had spoken to, who had introduced herself to me on 
Monday as Dr. Beth.

 24.   In addition to the general state of chaos and deliberate crisis-creation by 4 
Southeast staff who seemed to be creating stressful situations as a matter of rote (as 
described in No 20 above), this ward seemed to be doing its best to destroy all hint of 
mental health for all unlucky enough to be hauled up there, with no reading material, 
no magazines, no books, no radio—a  television in a couple rooms, one of which, the 
only one with morning sunshine, was kept locked on occasion; no gym or exercise 
center; no opportunity extended to me to exercise or walk out for fresh air—the only 
exercise was afforded by walking up and down the main corridor; no vegan meals (only 
part of meals, such as salads); no free access to drinking water (I had to accost the 
guard by the dining-room each time I wanted a drink of water, and sometimes there 
was no-one there); no free access to the laundry room—and the hefty Haitian and 
Ghanaian guards (mislabeled “mental health counselors”) throwing their weight about 
literally and figuratively, positioning themselves in the door of the very tiny laundry 
closet to prevent free entry while issuing micro instructions on what to do; the only 
entertainment accruing from “occupational therapist” visits offering group art, 
meditation, lifeskills training and other such, to which all were being coerced to go (for 
brownie points with the staff); uncertainty and lack of information from staff as to 
when anyone would “see the doctor” or leave, with much shifting of goalposts as 
described earlier. None of this was Hospital Care or Health Care but profound neglect, 
deliberate stress-creation, and captivity in conditions of harm.

 25. On Saturday April 16, I spoke with a Dr. Sharfi, reminding him I was a journalist. I 
described in detail the sequence of events on which Quincy Police had brought me to 
Carney ER, explaining as well about Neighborhood Watch harassment which I have 
reported for 8 years including to Presidents and Attorney-Generals (see my website for 
record of all letters)—which (Neighborhood Watch generally) he said he was aware of
—as well as about the kind of EMF technology abuse which is being run all over the 
USA, which I have been reporting for 8 years as a science and technology journalist, 
which I have notified my neighborhood about with flyers and notices, and which was a 
key component of this unlawful Section 12 capture as notated by QPD Tim O'Brien in 
his malicious, ignorant, and baseless interpretation (of my mention of microwave 
weapons) as paranoid delusions, and in verbal statements from QPD regarding my 
neighbors, some of whom are most definitely paid fusion-center contractors engaged in
both Neighborhood Watch harassment and other fusion center technology-abuse 
activities. Another factor of note: While I was speaking of EMF technologies, Dr. Sharfi 
clutched his left arm with his right hand—a known Masonic hand signal typifying a lock 
or rejection; I ignored this and kept speaking.  I then asked why I was being held in this 
ward and restated that I needed to be released. He said he needed to “see a report” 
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and dashed off, while I witnessed staff mention a “recording” to him—presumably the 
same recording the woman neighbor had made. Let me point out that at this point, 
after 72 hours being held in Carney Hospital, I had spoken to a psychiatrist and was 
still not released by Carney Hospital: this is not evidence of Health Care nor is it legal 
by Massachusetts Code requirements, nor was it lawful in the slightest. 

 26. Later that weekend, on Sunday the guards (“counselors”) in the corridor who 
made no bones about keeping their conversations loud-voiced and casual, made the 
following statements: “She needs an attorney. Word's come from the Pharaohs--She's 
not going anywhere. She's going to be held for another 15 days at least—she's going to 
a court and she'll be in front of a magistrate; she can speak to a psychologist or not. 
They want to keep her here for 15 days at least—she'll be taken upstairs. All those 
things we found on her, that's not normal. We can bring the ambulance to the back 
door in the morning and take her to the court.” These were separate statements made 
in conversation with other staff, repeated in tones of authority, and it does not need a 
Ph.D to recognize that this is threat and intimation of further kidnapping, further 
trafficking, and further unlawful psychiatric captivity. 

The “things found on me” by the way--the metallic and orgonite EMF-shielding I freely 
handed over to the 2 nurses who sought to do a “skin check” on the night of April 15, 
explaining exactly what I used them for—are not evidence of non-normalcy, they are 
evidence of needing to shield from abnormal and unlawful pulsed EMF technology 
abuse on many inside their own homes, as I and multiple other journalists and 
whistleblowers have been reporting for years. Carney Hospital Behavioral Health 
needs to update its awareness of rampant and ongoing unlawful (but partially-
legalized as technical surveillance) EMF/Spectrum/Electronic 
Warfare/Electromagnetic Technologies in use by police, military, and intelligence (and
their private-contractor) parties in the USA. As an expert in this subject—to the 
extent that a journalist can be an expert on massively-classified technologies being 
hidden from the public while being used on the public—I can assure Carney Hospital 
there is ample evidence in reportage of this fact; much can be found at my website.

The notification of further kidnapping and captivity however cemented my resolve to 
stand on jurisdiction, which is what I did: I thence refused to answer to the legal name 
which I am aware is the legal-person-name which Carney Hospital—like QPD—was 
using to hold me there, I informed all nurses and staff doing their room-checks I was no 
longer answering to the name, and I stopped attending the dining-room for meals, 
refusing the non-vegan meals being handed to me—easy to do since they were non-
vegan, and chose only to sparingly consume the small vegetable and fruit salads left in 
the refrigerator, as a matter of healthy self-preservation in interests of my own health 
and well-being—in the face of every effort by Carney Hospital to level harmful 
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treatment my way, including denial of edible food—and also to establish to Carney 
Behavioral Health, which was unlawfully monitoring me in captivity for over 72 hours 
that I was certainly not engaging in any manner of “self-harm.” The fact is: the very 
evident threat I was being given by 4 South East Behavioral Health staff of intended 
further captivity, stressful in itself—and in particular psychologically stressful, inductive 
of mental turmoil not mental health--meant that I was obliged to take further steps of 
actively refusing meals, actively refusing to answer to the legal-person-name, and 
actively maintaining distance on grounds of jurisdiction—reminding all staff of this fact, 
just as a matter of self-preservation and preventing further harm to my living being. All 
this in a hospital which is supposedly engaged in health care (ironically on a ward 
intended for “behavioral health” and “mental health”) but is in fact engaged in its clear 
opposite: Shame on Carney Hospital for seeking to actively harm my living self 
further. 

 27. Open and candid conversations by these counselors and staff in earshot in the 
public corridor also meant that a lot of clueless, judgmental, denigrating comments 
were made about me in my presence and in the presence of all other captives, several 
misreading the EMF-shielding items I had had on my person, several disbelieving the 
statements I had made regarding the false-accusations and framing claims made by my 
neighbor, which QPD exploitatively used to enter my home on April 14, several 
discussing the photos and recordings on my phone which Carney Security guards 
unlawfully had gotten into and had no way of interpreting accurately, several issuing 
forth pronouncements and judgments like judge and jury minus possession of all the 
facts, several maintaining a hostile attitude in direct interaction. Hardly the kind of 
atmosphere that is either conducive of health or healthcare: Subjecting me to this 
scurrilous and incessant denigration and overt hostility while held in forced captivity 
is not healthcare. 

 28. It was my two conversations with Dr. Beth Davis and Dr. Jared Trout, on Monday 
and on Tuesday, April 18 and 19 which led to their—or Dr. Trout's--signing-off on my 
release, succeeding their understanding of what I was conveying regarding matters I 
have been reporting, about the very dark reality of unlawful EMF technology use and 
abuse on people, about the unethicality and inhumaneness of using microwave, 
millimeter wave, and acoustic neurotechnologies on people when these technologies 
cause great harm, injury, ill-health, and disease, about how police, military, and 
intelligence factions are using these technologies on people without any recourse to 
actual ethics, medical ethics, bio ethics, or human rights, about non-consensual 
experimentation ongoing, about military EMF weapons-testing, about the “Havana 
Syndrome” revelations in mainstream media in recent times—evidence of this very 
same technology or on its spectrum, and about much recent public disclosure from 
military and CIA scientists and FBI, CIA, NSA whistleblowers, including some I have 
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interviewed, and about the surfacing of this “crowd control technology” in recent times
in Canberra and in Amsterdam. I commend these two doctors as well as a few of the 
nurses, occupational therapists, and staff I spoke to who evinced awareness, sympathy, 
and intelligence—they were very few.  Dr. Trout further questioned me on whether I 
was “seeing voices and hearing things nobody else could” (which I was not) and 
appeared concerned about “retaliation” against the woman neighbor who had set off 
this captivity incident (and who really is the one needing mental health care): I 
addressed his concerns candidly (as I have also on succeeding interviews and reportage 
at my sites online): as a journalist I can report that the people who engage in retaliation
are politicians, police, and government officials when exposed or questioned on their 
crimes, and the means they use these days is stealth EMF technology abuse and 
COINTELPRO abuse. While I am appreciative of Dr. Beth's and Dr. Trout's ability to 
listen and to comprehend the facts I am reporting, it is a fact that I was put to 
extreme stress for 6 days being dismissed continuously and intensively by all other 
nurses, doctors, especially the ER doctors on the subjects I am reporting, which are in 
the public domain, and which they should be informed and educated about, as 
science and healthcare professionals. 

It should be common knowledge and open knowledge—not secretive, hidden, hush-
hush knowledge—in hospitals that EMF technologies, RFID/nano technologies, and 
acoustic neurotechnologies are wrongfully being used on people today, and those 
who come to their hospitals seeking actual physical health care and radiological 
scanning should be given it freely, not sent to the Psychiatry ward for daring to report
the actual EMF/neuroweaponry being used on them. See especially Dr. James 
Giordano, Dr. Robert Duncan, Dr. Charles Morgan's public disclosures on the use of this 
military technology on people. 

It should also be known that I fully rejected all clinical and medical interventions 
offered and demanded by Carney Hospital staff throughout my time of captivity there; I
consented to speak to these doctors only because I needed to escape from unlawful 
captivity and informed them I was speaking to them personally and not as submission
to any hospital process—Dr. Beth responded she could only speak to me professionally 
and would document the conversation for their hospital process. The fact is: My entire 
experience at Carney Hospital was under duress; Carney Hospital kept me captive 
unlawfully for 6 days and would have continued, had not these conversations 
transpired, since it was clear Carney staff were keen to follow their process for sign-
off and release: even here, it should be known I was detained for 6 days and spoke to 
3 psychiatrists, quite exceeding the statutory 72-hour Section 12 hold requiring 
conversation with 1 psychiatrist—all of it completely unlawful on land and soil 
jurisdiction, where I, a living woman and state national was unlawfully kidnapped 
and held captive.
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 29. I was not provided a copy of the medical records in the name of “Ramola 
Dharmaraj” when I faxed over a request the week after I returned home, and was asked
in a call back to use the form online. So I have not seen what exactly has been written 
in the legal-person-name for which I am the attorney and sole authorized agent, and I 
must remind Carney Hospital once more I am the living woman who was kidnapped 
and abducted on Personage and Barratry by QPD and Brewster without jurisdiction and
brought unlawfully to your premises, and this entire experience of a forced-admittance 
and forced-spychiatric evaluation is not evidence of “behavioral health” needs or 
deficits and needs to be expunged from the record. I will need to see all data noted in 
the legal-person-name which was falsely-personaged to me, and I request with this 
letter as well that you make this available to me immediately. 

 30. ANOMALIES REGARDING THE DMH MASSACHUSETTS SECTION 12 FORM:  

1) I notice looking at this form that it is actually an “APPLICATION FOR AN 
AUTHORIZATION OF TEMPORARY INVOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATION” from the 
Department of Mental  Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and not a report 
from QPD to justify their unlawful Kidnap-and-Capture operation, as suggested to me 
by the Carney ER staff who handed me a copy. In other words, Carney Hospital was 
being applied to for an authorization. Yet Carney Hospital was given this application 
form by Brewster EMS on deposit of my living self in your ER, and I was thence held for 
6 days. The “authorization” it appears was taken for granted. Carney Hospital in fact 
did not do a thing to verify the false-allegations on this bogus form, which is filled 
with lies as noted in No. 9, Defamed and Falsely Section 12'd by Quincy Police. Does 
Carney Hospital have a longstanding contractual arrangement with Quincy Police to 
accept as patient on forced-admittance anyone Quincy Police/City of Quincy/Brewster 
Ambulance brings in, without seeking to go through any kind of review-for-
authorization process? It is significant that the City of Quincy has not adequately 
responded to my FOIA request (as a journalist) for same to furnish me this contract. In
conjunction with the data recorded in the name of “Ramola Dharmaraj” I will need to 
see this contract, if one exists, and I request with this letter you make this available to 
me immediately.

2) This form is signed by a Quincy Police Officer (“Matthew Miller”) which I was 
informed by Dr. Beth is highly irregular and anomalous, that such an application 
needed to be signed by a mental health professional. The so-called mental health 
professional (“Tim O'Brien”), also a QPD employee, who identified himself to me as the
one who signed that form – he didn't, but may have filled out the top half in the 
spidery scrawl alleging paranoid delusions and impaired judgment which differs from 
the slanted handwriting of the signing “Applicant's Name” which is noted as Matthew 
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Miller, QPD #7029, with the QPD address noted. Dr. Beth and the nurse practitioner 
Hannah I spoke to on Monday April 18 also noted that it was highly irregular that 3 
police officers came to my door to do a “mental health check up” call and subsequently
barged in and signed that form prior to Kidnap-and-Capture, rather than mental health 
professionals. The Department of Mental Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
has not responded to my FOIA request for clear information on their Section 12 
protocols.  All of this indicative of the fact that this Kidnap-and-Capture operation 
was an unlawful and illegal police, military, and intelligence operation to politically 
persecute a science-and-technology and human rights journalist who has been 
exposing their crimes—and nothing to do with mental health or behavioral health, 
but an expedient projection as such.

:NOTICE-BEFORE-CLAIM:
What Carney Hospital subjected me to from April 14-19, 2022 is not Hospital Care nor 
Health Care. I did not consent to it, I did not solicit it, and the entire ER and 4SE 
experience was harmful and grievous: there is no way I am going to pay for it, and 
there is every reason for me to submit a claim for damages to Steward Carney as also to
the other parties involved who ran the traumatizing Kidnap-and-Capture operation on 
my living being, especially Quincy Police Department, Brewster Ambulance, and the 
City of Quincy—but also United Behavioral Health, if they honor this wrongful claim 
from your hospital, and now, I am newly learning, a new party Steward Emergency 
Physicians which has also wrongfully sent a bill. Note that the entire experience I was 
subjected to at Carney Hospital was Under Duress, Against My Will and Without My 
Consent: I was held in stressful captivity throughout the 6 days of my capture, both at 
the ER and at 4 Southeast as if at a Black Site in Boston I could not escape from. At no 
time did Carney Hospital have jurisdiction either to hold me captive. I am preparing my 
claim and affidavits and will be presenting them to your attention shortly.

WHO SHOULD PAY THESE BILLS?
Steward Carney Hospital, Quincy Police Department, Brewster Ambulance, and City of 
Quincy are the rightful parties who should pay these bills: send them there, please.

Thank you for your attention to this grave and serious matter.
:By:

:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj©
Living Woman, Attorney, & Sole Authorized Agent for “Ramola Dharmaraj” “RAMOLA G. 
DHARMARAJ” “RAMOLA GRACE DHARMARAJ” (or any version thereof)
All rights reserved.
Without prejudice.
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